
Point Of View 

I typed in 

things like "learning to ride a bike" and "scored a soccer goal.")  and 

glued them each to a piece of large construction paper.  I separated the 

page into five different sections.  Perspectives, First Person Point of 

View, and then the three types of Third Person point of view. 

We talked about how similar perspective and point of view are, but 

that they are still a little bit different.    The students got into pairs and 

were assigned one of the pictures.  The first round, they wrote all the 

different perspectives that were possible in the picture.  Then, they 

rotated to a new picture, and they all wrote a brief narrative of what 

was happening in the picture in first person point of view using one of 

the perspectives they had identified.  We rotated around until they all 

had practice writing in each of the points of view.  The students truly 

enjoyed this point of view activity, and it was a good way to help them 

see the difference between perspective and point of view. 

http://lwlink3.linkwithin.com/api/click?format=go&jsonp=vglnk_14489049977449&key=8a69ede45b8445f6b533712ba9899ffb&libId=ihm8m9xl0100r7tw000DA1p8tqr5wtjh8w&loc=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teachingwithamountainview.com%2F2014%2F02%2Fteaching-point-of-view.html&v=1&out=http%3A%2F%2F4.bp.blogspot.com%2F-A-bymWglOm8%2FUxEX4Ru6_XI%2FAAAAAAAACrU%2FWBPi3tKQd1Q%2Fs1600%2FPoint%2Bof%2BView%2BAnchor%2BChart.jpg&title=Teaching%20With%20a%20Mountain%20View%3A%20Teaching%20Point%20of%20View&txt=
http://lwlink3.linkwithin.com/api/click?format=go&jsonp=vglnk_144890501680110&key=8a69ede45b8445f6b533712ba9899ffb&libId=ihm8m9xl0100r7tw000DA1p8tqr5wtjh8w&loc=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teachingwithamountainview.com%2F2014%2F02%2Fteaching-point-of-view.html&v=1&out=http%3A%2F%2F4.bp.blogspot.com%2F-gEVBuj0QhIg%2FUxEblJoh9-I%2FAAAAAAAACrg%2FrwrvUsdHkz4%2Fs1600%2FPoint%2Bof%2BView%2Bwith%2BPictures.jpg&title=Teaching%20With%20a%20Mountain%20View%3A%20Teaching%20Point%20of%20View&txt=


Then, I did some work with small groups.  We used a short (53 

second) clip from Toy Story (You can see it on YouTube 

HERE).  We watched it several times, and we discussed the different 

perspectives that each of the main characters in the clip had.  Then, we 

did some more writing, and we rewrote the scene in first and third 

person.  For kids who were still struggling, instead of generating the 

words, I quickly wrote paragraphs for them to identify the correct 

point of view and perspective.  It was an easy way to differentiate, and 

it helped drive home some ideas about how different points of view 

and different perspectives can have an effect on how a story is told. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWMecluFs60
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http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-WGb7vLDRU10/URSD37VWC8I/AAAAAAAAAPM/lE-RPu0ZGu8/s1600/photo+1(1).JPG


~Do you want go over Perspective as well as the 3 POV? 

 

~Do you want to go in depth with 3rd Person and do the three different 

types? 

 

-Intro Sort of POV words (I, we, he) which words go with what POV -

Analyze a pixar short - POV of each main character - need to find/create 

worksheet -Picture Scenarios - brief writing for each POV - utilize a 

Cooperative Learning Strategy such as 1stay3stray or jigsaw -using an 

ipad app like Popplet to do a similar activity that is more independent - 

creating a web to showcase what they know about POV and how it 

relates to a picture prompt 

 


